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The 9 July 1998 Mw 6.1 Pico-Faial earthquake was one of the largest events

recorded in the Azores (North Atlantic) in recent years. It generated significant

co-seismic deformation that was captured by a GPS network on Faial Island. On

the other islands, where no such networks were available, the co-seismic surface

displacement field was heretofore unknown. To measure it on Pico Island, we

analysed Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images using interferometry. Our

dataset includes 17 images acquired by the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites in

descending passes between June 1992 and November 2000. The interferograms

computed from the available image pairs show poor correlation, particularly over

the dense vegetated area of Faial Island and the flanks of Pico Volcano.

However, a well-correlated fringe pattern remains over 33 months for barren

parts of NW Pico Island. We analysed phase profiles across this fringe to

distinguish the relative contributions of the co-seismic signal and the tropo-

spheric noise, observing a co-seismic step of 29¡10 mm in range.

1. Introduction

On 9 July 1998 at 05:19:15 GMT, an earthquake (Mw 6.1) occurred near Faial

Island (Azores Archipelago, Portugal) with the epicentre 10 km offshore to the NE

of the coast (figure 1). This earthquake was strongly felt in Pico where some

buildings were partially destroyed. The seismic shaking triggered many damaging

landslides (Madeira et al. 1998, Gaspar et al. 1998). The epicentre computed by the

Sistema de Vigilância Sismológica dos Açores (SIVISA) was 38u38.059¡2.29 N,

28u31.389¡3.49 E (Senos et al. 1998). Since the earthquake source was offshore,

there are no direct observations of surface rupture geometry or slip. Its maximum

intensity on the Modified Mercalli scale was VIII in the NE part of Faial and VII in

the NW part of Pico Island (Senos et al. 1998).

Fernandes et al. (2002) analysed Global Positioning System (GPS) data acquired

in 1993, 1994, 1997 and 1999 on FAIM site in the SE of Faial (see figure 1 for

location), complemented by a dense network of 30 stations well distributed over

Faial Island, which were observed before (10 July to 4 August 1997) and after

(5 August to 9 August 1998) the earthquake. This dataset determined the

displacement field in Faial. The maximum horizontal amplitude was observed in

the NE of the island and reached 8¡1.5 cm in south-west direction. According to
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Fernandes et al. (2002), the co-seismic displacement field over Faial can be explained

effectively by a simple half space elastic model, considering two basic solutions: one

corresponding to a dextral strike slip (Model 1) and the other corresponding to a left

lateral strike slip (Model 2). Table 1 summarizes the source parameters determined

from the inversion of the geodetic data presented by Fernandes et al. (2002). Each of

the solutions agrees with one of the focal planes in the centroid moment tensor

(Dziewonski et al. 1999). Distinguishing between them is challenging because a short

offshore fault generates only small gradients in displacement on the islands where

the geodetic measurements are located.

Figure 1. Azores Archipelago, Atlantic North. Gloria fault (GF), East Azores Fracture
Zone (EAFZ) and Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MID) are the major geological structures close to the
triple junction point where North American, Eurasian and African plates meet. The star
identifies the epicentre, at N38.63u, W28.52 determined by SIVISA, and FAIM the site
location where meteorological measurements were acquired. The focal mechanism generated
by Pico-Faial earthquake of 9 July 1998 is also indicated. Large boxes highlight Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) coverage from ERS-1/2.

Table 1. Two possible solutions (Model 1 and Model 2) of the source parameters determined
from inversion of the geodetic data (Fernandes et al. 2002).

Model Model 1: N253E Model 2: N165E

Lat. (u) 38u37906.10¡08.10 N 38u36957.00¡08.60 N
Long. (u) 28u32925.90¡20.90 W 28u33922.20¡19.30 W
Strike (u) 253¡0.8 165¡0.8
Depth (m) 1970¡94 1948¡97
Length (m) 9500¡411 9326¡214
Width (m) 4656¡428 4248¡468
Dip (u) 82 89
Slip (m) 2 0.98¡0.08 1.04¡0.09
Rake (u) 2 180 2 8
M0 (61018 Nm) 1.30¡0.31 1.24¡0.19
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On Pico Island, however, no dense GPS arrays existed before the 1998

earthquake. Consequently, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images acquired by

the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites constitute the best survey available on Pico before

the quake. Analysing them with interferometry (InSAR) is the subject of this paper.

Other InSAR studies of earthquakes are well documented in the literature

(Massonnet et al. 1993, Feigl et al. 1995, Massonnet and Feigl 1995a, Murakami

et al. 1996, Klinger et al. 2000, Sandwell et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2001, Nishimura

et al. 2001, Feigl 2002). InSAR measures the phase difference between two radar

images collected on successive passes over the same area (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl

1998). The resulting interference pattern maps change in range along the line-of-

sight (LOS) from the satellite to the ground. Each fringe represents half a

wavelength of range change, or 28-mm for the C-band ERS satellites.

2. SAR data and interferometric analysis

To select ERS images around the time of the earthquake from the archives of the

European Space Agency (ESA), we had to balance several criteria. The number of

ERS images suitable for this co-seismic study is limited. ERS acquired fewer images

over the Azores archipelago than in other areas of Europe, apparently to avoid

switching the powerful radar sensor on and off.

On this study, we applied the two-pass approach described by Massonnet and

Feigl (1998) and implemented by the Diapason software developed at French space

agency (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, CNES). The topographic contribution

was compensated using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provided by the

Portuguese military institute (Instituto Geográfico do Exército), with a 50-m

horizontal resolution and average height accuracy better than 5 m (Afonso et al.

2002). To reduce uncertainty in the satellite positioning, we used precise orbit

trajectories estimated by Delft University (Scharroo and Visser 1998). The signal-to-

noise ratio of each interferogram was improved by using a weighted power spectrum

filter (Goldstein and Werner 1998).

InSAR works best in arid regions because the ground cover remains unchanged

between images (Massonnet et al. 1993, Murakami et al. 1996, Rosen et al. 1996,

Sandwell et al. 2000). But this is not the case in the Azores, as the vegetation is very

dense in most places.

On Faial the observed decorrelation seems to be the consequence of both dense

vegetative cover of the island and the long time interval between images. While bare

volcanic rocks cover most of Pico Island, Faial has a dense agricultural coverage.

Combining these two factors, we are unable to obtain successful interferograms over

Faial. A similar problem exists on the Pico central volcano, probably due to slope

instabilities.

The image acquisition geometry is also unfavourable for this earthquake on Faial

Island. Radar measures scalar change in the satellite-to-ground distance. The change

in range is the scalar product of the ground displacement vector and the unit vector

pointing from the ground point toward the satellite. The mean unitary vector

pointing from the epicentre of the 9 July earthquake towards the satellite, in

descending orbits with a coordinate set (east, north, up), has the components (0.39,

2 0.08, 0.91) and (0.46, 2 0.09, 0.88) for tracks used on this study (52 and 281,

respectively). If we consider the source parameters proposed by Fernandes et al.

(2002) we can compute a synthetic interferogram, taking into account the actual

acquisition geometry. The predicted co-seismic displacements vectors on Faial
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Island are almost orthogonal to the satellite line of sight, not detectable by the SAR

satellites on the orbital tracks used on this study (figure 2). Notice that on both

tracks the acquisition geometry is quite similar, which produces identical synthetic

interferograms.

The sparse, uneven nature of the ERS acquisitions constitutes another limiting

factor of our dataset. The last image acquired before the 1998 earthquake was on

31 December of 1995, almost three years before this event. In consequence, all the

co-seismic interferograms span at least three years and decorrelate badly.

Table 2 shows a set of all SAR images acquired on this study: eight images from

track 281, frame 2835 and nine images from track 52, frame 2835. Of the available

scenes 13 were acquired before the end of 1995, while only four were acquired after

the 1998 event. All scenes were acquired in descending orbits during the day (12:36

UTC).

Figure 2. Synthetic interferogram representing fringe pattern computed from source
parameters determined by Fernandes et al. (2002) (Model 1 and Model 2: solutions described
in section 1). Each fringe, in the synthetic interferogram, denotes 28.3 mm of change in range.
Colour sequence red-blue-yellow indicates range change increasing and red-yellow-blue range
change decreasing. Coordinates are easting and northing in km and the cartographic
projection is the Universal Transverse Mercator projection, zone 26.
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To detect the co-seismic deformation, we could form seven interferograms

spanning the earthquake in track 52, and five in track 281 (table 3). Most of these

span time intervals longer than a year. In track 281, only two images acquired after

the quake are available (981011 orbit 18171 and 001119 orbit 29193). Among the co-

seismic interferograms computed in track 281, the pair 951230–001119 decorrelates

badly, possibly due to the long time interval between the acquisitions and the large

orbital separation. In track 52, only one post seismic image (980925) correlates well

with the pre-seismic images of this track. The pair 950623–980717 constitutes an

independent co-seismic interferogram of track 52 but unfortunately the post-seismic

image 980717 correlates only with the 950623. The pre-seismic interval was studied

with five independent interferograms of track 52 and five independent interfero-

grams of track 281, among the 15 possibilities in track 52 and the six possibilities in

track 281. We have just one interferogram to evaluate the post-seismic period of

track 281, for the post seismic period (981011–001119).

The scarcity of the available dataset illustrates the need for a satellite mission

dedicated to systematic and regular SAR acquisitions.

3. Interferometric results

In figure 3 we present a series of eight co-seismic interferograms corresponding to

the available tracks. Significant phase variations are clearly visible and cannot be

associated with topographic fringes, nor atmospheric disturbances. Interferograms

A to F (figure 3) of track 52 share the same post-seismic image 980925, and

Table 2. ERS SAR images, of tracks 52 and 281, acquired for this study. Normal baselines
are computed considering the images 981011 (track 281) and 980925 (track 52) as reference.
Meteorological parameters Temperature (T ), Humidity (U ) and Pressure (P) were acquired
at FAIM station (Horta Island) and the water vapour (Wv) is computed from radiosonda
data acquired at Lajes (Terceira Island), at 12 hours of local time on image acquisition date.

Orbit Sensor Date Track Frame
Normal

baseline (m) P (mb) T(uC) U (%) Wv (mb)

636 ERS2 950604 281 2835 2 470 1026 21 75 14.6
1137 ERS2 950709 281 2835 2 870 1018 21 95 17.3
2640 ERS2 951022 281 2835 546 1009 22 88 22
3141 ERS2 951126 281 2835 2 865 1024 16 66 9.6
23315 ERS1 951230 281 2835 94 997 16 74 10.3
3642 ERS2 951231 281 2835 2 159 995 13 72 10.1
18171 ERS2 981011 281 2835 0 1027 23 77 18.2
29193 ERS2 001119 281 2835 623 1028 21 79 15.7

Orbit Sensor Date Track Frame
Normal

baseline (m) P (mb) T(uC) U (%) Wv (%)

4706 ERS1 920609 52 2835 2 32 1012 18 60 12
8714 ERS1 930316 52 2835 2 186 1016 16 81 13.7
908 ERS2 950623 52 2835 2 1060 1009 22 88 13.1
22585 ERS1 951109 52 2835 2 34 1027 16 77 11.2
2912 ERS2 951110 52 2835 2 274 1025 16 73 10
23086 ERS1 951214 52 2835 217 1021 16 63 11.7
3413 ERS2 951215 52 2835 2 31 1015 16 71 9.5
16940 ERS2 980717 52 2835 2 1221 1022 23 76 17.3
17942 ERS2 980925 52 2835 0 1018 23 73 18.9
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interferograms G and H, of track 281, share also the post-seismic image 981011. The
pattern in track 52 resembles that of track 281 in magnitude and location. Yet

interferograms A to F are completely independent of interferograms G and H.

Considering the northernmost part of Pico Island closest to the epicentre, we can

identify almost one fringe (28 mm) on interferograms C, F, G and H. The observed

range increase is referred as subsidence. In spite of the high noise level of the other

interferograms, they still exhibited the same shaped fringe pattern, but with less than

half a fringe. This fringe seems round, smooth and isolated, typical of earthquake

deformation, and does not follow contour lines of topographic elevation. The fringe
is continuous, without tears, corroborating the absence of co-seismic rupture of the

ground surface. Furthermore, no comparable phase signature appears in other

Table 3. Interferometric pairs computed on this study. Interferometric pairs are represented
by the date of the image acquisitions (yymmddmaster–yymmddslave). Ha is the altitude of
ambiguity of each pair, DT is the temporal baseline, in days, and DP the pressure differences,
in mb. Dtropo is the differential tropospheric delay determined by radiosonde data at Lajes
(Terceira Island). DDrij corresponds to the spatial difference, between the first and last point
of profile 4 (figure 5), extracted from the simulated atmosphere interferograms, based on

surface meteorological data applied to the model for tropospheric zenith delay (see §3.2).

No.
Interferometric

pair Track Ha (m)
DT

(days)
DP

(mb)
DTropo (mm)
(radiosonda)

DDrij

(mm)

– 920609–930316 52 63.72 280 2 4 25.8 1.01
– 920609–951109 52 2483.29 1248 2 15 2 4.8 2 1.38
– 920609–951110 52 40.33 1249 2 13 2 1.7 2 1.20
P 920609–951214 52 2 39.37 1283 2 9 38 2 0.83
P 920609–951215 52 2 17385 1284 2 3 43.8 2 0.28
C 920609–980925 52 2 306.54 2299 2 6 2 34.4 2 0.55
P 930316–951109 52 2 65.4 968 2 11 2 30.6 2 2.39
– 930316–951110 52 109.87 969 2 9 2 27.5 2 2.21
– 930316–951214 52 2 24.33 1003 2 5 12.2 2 1.84
– 930316–951215 52 2 63.49 1004 1 18 2 1.29
C 930316–980925 52 2 52.76 2019 2 2 2 60.2 2 1.57
– 951109–951110 52 41 1 2 3.1 0.18
– 951109–951214 52 2 38.75 35 6 42.8 0.55
P 951109–951215 52 2 2172.91 36 12 48.6 1.10
C 951109–980925 52 2 272.86 1051 9 2 29.6 0.82
– 951110–951214 52 2 19.92 34 4 39.7 0.37
P 951110–951215 52 2 40.24 35 10 45.5 0.92
C 951110–980925 52 2 35.64 1050 7 2 32.7 0.64
– 951214–951215 52 39.45 1 6 5.8 0.55
C 951214–980925 52 45.17 1016 3 2 72.4 0.28
C 951215–980925 52 2 312.05 1015 2 3 2 78.2 2 0.28
C 950623–980717 52 58.4 1120 2 2 46.4 0.18
P 950604–951126 281 31.2 175 2 50.6 0.09
– 950604–951230 281 2 21.3 209 29 163.3 2.68
P 950604–951231 281 2 38.5 210 31 139.7 2.87
C 950604–981011 281 2 26 1225 2 1 39.9 2 0.09
P 950709–951126 281 2 363 140 2 6 140.1 2 0.64
P 951022–951230 281 26.74 70 12 140 1.11
C 951022–001119 281 2 151.24 1855 2 19 2 26.9 2 1.76
P 951230–951231 281 47.69 1 2 2 23.6 0.18
C 951230–981011 281 122.6 1016 30 2 123.4 2 2.77
C 951230–001119 281 2 22.72 1786 2 31 2 166.9 2 2.87
C 951231–981011 281 2 78 1015 2 32 2 99.8 2 2.96
O 981011–001119 281 2 19.17 770 2 1 2 43.5 2 0.09
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parts of Pico Island. For these reasons, we are confident that the observed fringe

represents ground deformation caused by the earthquake.

3.1 Topographic contribution

The sensitivity of the interferometric pair to the topography is measured by the

altitude of ambiguity (Ha), a parameter defined by Massonnet and Rabaute (1993)
to quantify the change in altitude needed to produce one topographic fringe.

Considering the interferograms of figure 3, we can expect topographic artefacts of

magnitude 1/62 cycles or 0.45 mm in range using the best co-seismic pair (inter-

ferogram F) and 1/7 cycles of error or 4 mm for the worst co-seismic pair

(interferogram D) (see Ha values in table 3). These are negligible even in the worst

case. If the observed fringe were a topographic artefact, it would correspond to an

error of 35 m in the DEM. Since this value is seven times larger than the DEM’s

standard deviation, we reject the hypothesis of a topographic artefact. Moreover,
the observed signature occurs in an area where the topographic elevation is less than

300 m, making a 35-metre error even less likely. Furthermore, the interferograms

Figure 3. Observed differential co-seismic interferograms. One colour fringe represents
28.3 mm of range change. Panels (a) through ( f ): track 52, frame 2835; (a): 920609–980925;
(b): 930316–980925; (c): 951109–980925; (d ): 951110–980925; (e): 951214–980925, ( f ):
951215–980925. Panels (g) and (h): track 281, frame 2835; (g): 951230–981011, (h): 951231–
981011.
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produced using the same DEM spanning a one-day period and worse Ha values, do

not show fringes located on the affected area. Therefore, we can conclude that the

observed signature in co-seismic interferograms of figure 3 cannot be due to

topographic artefacts.

3.2 Atmospheric contribution

The atmospheric heterogeneities perturbing the radar signals propagating

through the atmosphere are still the prime limitation for the interpretation of

interferograms (Goldstein 1995, Massonnet and Feigl 1995b, Tarayre and

Massonnet 1996, Delacourt et al. 1997, Zebker et al. 1997, Hanssen et al. 1999,

Hanssen 2001).

The atmosphere can be divided into two layers, which have different refractive

properties: ionosphere and neutral atmosphere (from now on referred to as

troposphere, for simplicity). In the ionosphere, the refractive index depends on the

total electron content, and in the troposphere, it depends on the temperature,

pressure and water content, and consequently on the meteorological conditions of

the atmosphere at the time of the imaging. Usually, the troposphere is divided into

wet and hydrostatic components. The hydrostatic component, attributable mostly

to the dry gases in the atmosphere, depends essentially on surface pressure and can

be modelled well using good measurements. The wet component depends essentially

on the partial pressure of water vapour, which is especially difficult to model

because it is far more spatially variable than the hydrostatic delay.

The dry component of the neutral atmosphere and the ionospheric component

have the largest contributions to the total phase delay. Hanssen (1999) adopts the

hypothesis that ionospheric effects cause long wavelength variations over a single

SAR image than can be neglected at spatial scales of less than about 50 km. On Pico

Island, the well-correlated co-seismic parts of interferograms are less than 10 km

wide. Consequently, we can exclude ionospheric delay as a main cause for the fringe

observed on the NW part of the island.

The dry tropospheric delay changes if the air pressure changes at a given site

between epochs. A pressure change of 1 mb yields to about 2.3 mm of range change

(Zebker et al. 1997). Meteorological data were recorded at the Observatório Princı́pe

Alberto do Mónaco (OPAM), near the FAIM site (Faial Island) at 64 m altitude.

For the interferograms in figure 3, the pressure differences recorded at OPAM are

described in table 3 (DP column). These differences produce absolute range changes

of several centimetres in time but they vary little in space. For instance, the pressure

variation due to the 370-m difference in altitude between the endpoints of profile 4

(figure 5), is only 0.04 mb, or less than 0.1 mm in range. If the atmospheric pressure

(spatial) distribution is the same at both image acquisition times and we assume

hydrostatic equilibrium, each image will experience the same phase shift and the

interferogram will show no fringes. Consequently, the tropospheric contribution to

the range change recorded in the well-correlated part of the interferograms in the

NW part of Pico is of the order of a millimetre.

The wet part of the delay depends on the temperature and water vapour content,

which vary both spatially and temporally. The magnitude of the temperature effect

can be almost neglected when compared with the water vapour pressure signal

(Hanssen et al. 1999). Yet modelling the wet zenith delay is quite difficult. In a

comparison against radiosonde data, Mendes and Langley (1998) found that

existing models have a standard deviation of about 3 cm, when driven with
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meteorological data. Using meteorological surface measurements acquired at

OPAM for our SAR acquisition epochs, we modelled the hydrostatic component

using the Saastamoinen (1972) model and the wet component using the Mendes and

Langley (2000) model. A simulated interferogram, affected only with a tropospheric

error signal, was computed and used to correct the interferograms used on this

study. As expected, the correction of the differential total delay (DDrij column of

table 3) varies little over the flat NW part of Pico Island where the fringe pattern

appears in the co-seismic interferograms, expressing the weak correlation between

the modelled tropospheric delay and the topography (elevation) on this area. For

example, the correction applied to interferogram 951230–981011 varies between

2 14.3 cm (at altitude 0 m) and 2 12.6 cm (at altitude 2338 m) (figure 4). Note that

any range change that is constant in space will not produce fringes in the

interferograms. In other words, the interferometric range change includes an

arbitrary, unknown additive constant. The reliability of those results was confirmed

by ray tracing refractive index profiles obtained by radiosonde launched on Terceira

Island (about 120 km from NW Pico), half an hour after the acquisition time of our

SAR images. In table 3 (column DTropo), we show the values of the differential total

tropospheric delay, derived from radiosonde data and computed for the satellite

incidence angle of each interferogram used on this study.

3.3 Geophysical interpretation

Having proved the minor influence of the atmosphere and the topography on the

study area, we now turn to the interpretation that the fringe observed in the co-

seismic interferograms is due to the earthquake. To identify the possible variability

of refractivity in the radar signal we analysed the range change values extracted

from six profiles drawn over the NW region of Pico. These profiles were drawn

Figure 4. (a) Simulated troposphere interferogram computed using Saastamoinen–Mendes
and Langley model. Meteorological data used for this computation were acquired on 30
December 1995 and on 11 October 1998, at FAIM site. (b) Differential SAR interferogram
951230–981011, after tropospheric correction.
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across the best-correlated area of Pico Island, close to the main villages, where the

slopes are not too steep, the agricultural fields are scarce and the ground cover is

mostly volcanic rocks. These profiles are no more than 5 km long because phase

decorrelates quickly with distance from the coast.

Reversals and autocorrelations are not considered in this analysis. Therefore, the

minimum number of pairs required to capture all the geophysical deformation

between the epochs of the first and last images is k5p 2 1, for p different epochs

(p > 2, p [N) (Kohlhase et al. 2003). On the first column of table 3 the P, C and O

characters identify the independent pairs used to study the pre-, co- and post-seismic

periods, respectively.

In figure 5, we show averaged range change profiles corresponding to tracks 52

and 281. These are pre-seismic (mean obtained from five pairs corresponding to

track 52 and five to track 281), co-seismic (mean obtained from seven pairs

corresponding to track 52 and five to track 281) and post-seismic (a single profile

from track 281). Mean phase profiles were unwrapped as 1-dimentional signals,

converted to millimetres and shifted to the same origin (zero). Profiles were also

compensated from differential total tropospheric delay computed for each

interferometric pair.

Observing the profiles in figure 5 we conclude that there is no significant range

shifts in the pre-seismic period. This fact is more evident in track 52, because

geometric correlation between images of this track is higher than the correlation

verified between images of track 281. This situation is clearly different in the

co-seismic period, where the signal is larger and coherent along the profile. The

maximum range change value reaches 30 mm in profile 4 of track 52. The strongest

co-seismic deformation observed correspond to the area between profiles 3 and 5

(i.e. 369.9 km and 371.4 km, in the UTM easting direction). The maximum of

deformation field is located approximately 3.5 km from the north coast (i.e.

4265.5 km and 4269.0 km, in the UTM northing direction).

The correlation of the unique post-seismic pair is poor, due its long orbital

separation (Ha5 2 19 m). Yet, we can observe on panels of figure 5 some similarity

between pre- and post-seismic profiles, suggesting that no significant range shifts

occurred in the observed post-seismic period.

Mean co-seismic profiles described above are now compared with the modelled

range shift profiles, calculated using Fernandes et al. (2002) fault parameters. In

figure 6 we plot the elastic displacement associated with the two mechanisms

proposed (Model 1 and Model 2, see figure 2), the mean co-seismic profiles 3, 4 and

5 and the standard deviation computed along the profile. Elastic displacement is

computed using RNGCHN routine (Feigl and Dupré 1999, Okada 1985).

Maximum range change observed is 29 mm, for profile 4 of track 52. Uncertainty

associated with this measurement is expressed by the standard deviation on the

mean and corresponds to 10 mm.

We can conclude that the displacement field depicted by InSAR matches the

deformation envelope defined by the models obtained from GPS analysis

(Fernandes et al. 2002) but cannot discriminate between them.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have applied the differential InSAR technique to ERS data, acquired between

1992 and 2000, to analyse surface deformation produced by the 9 July 1998

earthquake. From a total of 17 available ERS images in descending mode, 12
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Figure 5. Amplitude image of Pico Island and profiles used on time series analysis. Panels A to F, show averaged range change profiles corresponding to
tracks 52 and 281. Panels show, for both tracks, mean profiles obtained from the pre-, co- and post-seismic groups. Range change values are expressed in mm.
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Figure 6. Comparison between modelled range shift profiles, associated with the two mechanisms (Model 1 and Model 2), and the mean co-seismic profiles
3, 4 and 5. Panels A, B and C refer to track 52 and panels D, E and F to track 281. Standard deviation computed along profile is also showed as error bars.
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co-seismic interferograms were produced. We find fringe patterns with approxi-

mately 3 cm of range change between 1992 and 1998. Although correlation

breaks down in most areas, the fringe pattern is legible on the NW part of Pico

Island.

When we compare the amplitude and the spatial distribution of deformation with

a synthetic model computed from the fault parameters of Fernandes et al. (2002) we

conclude that the observed interferometric fringes generally agree with the synthetic

models and, therefore, are coherent with the available seismological and GPS data.

The Azores islands are in an area where tectonic and volcanic activity is known to

occur, generating significant surface deformation. However, the present knowledge

of this deformation pattern is scarcely known. Only Furnas volcano (Sigmundsson

et al. 1995) and Faial (Fernandes et al. 2002) have been the subject of detailed

deformation studies. In the case of Faial only elastic co-seismic deformation was

retrieved. Consequently, new studies and larger image sets are needed to address the

inter-seismic deformation pattern in the Azores.

This was the first attempt to apply differential InSAR to the evaluation of ground

displacement in the Azores. Results obtained are limited if we compare with similar

studies developed for most of the well-known volcanic systems. The Azores geologic

environment, characterized by a group of isolated islands, where expected ground

displacements are reasonably small, is not the ideal candidate for InSAR. Available

image pairs are scarce and statistical approaches like stacking are not feasible. Our

study suffers from all these limitations; however, we can still identify interferometric

signatures that are most probably of tectonic origin. Time series analysis seems to be

a useful complement for direct inspection of interferometric fringes and we can

anticipate that a larger number of image pairs can give us the required information

to allow robust evaluations of the displacement pattern. Results presented here

allow us to conclude that InSAR techniques coupled with GPS observations (which

are now made on a regular basis in the Azores Islands) can give a valuable

contribution to studies of the spatial distribution of the deformation field, unless the

new radar sensors, like ENVISAT, provide new, additional information for

geodynamic research.
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